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From: Chris Nolan 

Sent: 09 April 2018 15:15

To: Joanne Christopher; Planning Policy

Subject: RE: Guilsborough Neighbourhood Plan Submission Consultation (Regulation 16)

Hello Joanne and team, 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

 

The whole GNP exercise has been pretty exhausting and stressful, but I have to admit it does like quite  slick. 

 

As you may recall I had a little falling out with them few that remained on the panel at the end because I felt the 

plan was becoming slightly embellished in certain ways, and was then going to ask for public ratification (by vote), 

and this I did not feel was right. This is the honest background for the following few comments. 

 

At the outset some 11 or 15 of us sat down repeatedly and spieled out what was sacred to our village and worthy of 

public defence. 

The following were not even mentioned:- G2, G4, H1 and H2. Ask 90% of the villagers what these particular 

greenspace and heritage areas are and they won’t have the foggiest what you are talking about. So rather than 

going into postulated shrewish reasons why these particular areas must now be of foremost concern to everyone, 

I’d like to just go through each one and discuss the reasons that have been cited within the plan. 

 

G2 – There is no obvious evidence of Saxon fishpond or Roman association with this area as claimed. Access is 

limited very much to the public footpath and it is not massively used, but otherwise the field is private paddock and 

hobbyfarm cattle. 

 

G4 – There is no public access here, nor within 50m of it. The public cannot even see it unless they access Google 

Earth. Again this is an area of private paddocks and hobbyfarm sheep. This is not actually an area that serves the 

community at all, and in the case of G2 only in a very limited way. 

 

H1 – Roman area and Guilsborough Hall Park. Well no one in Guilsborough has ever heard of Guilsborough Hall 

‘Park’ before. Guilsborough Hall, like Guilsborough Grange, was a former big house and grounds but is now long 

gone. Strangely enough, Guilsborough Grange (which still exists) gets not a single mention in this entire massive 

document, despite having been home to Guilsborough Zoo and having several other public legacy features(including 

some TPO’s recently bestowed by the council). The archaeological case for the creation of H1 seems based largely 

upon amateur internet searches in the main, but are being presented as fact to a somewhat bemused public. 

 

H2 – Well the same applies really. Are we really going to be held to ransom by some backfilled ditches? Its not for us 

‘Joe public’ to label something like this as being of vital national significance. 

 

I believe the plan now pays lip service to the prospect of housing development and yet now aims to thwart infill by 

any trumped-up means possible. It’s the fact that its being put to the public (to make Nimbys of us all) that I’m not 

sure is the right thing to do. It’ll be popular no doubt to a proportion of the village that privately abound these land 

parcels, but the rest of us will be bemused and then no doubt lumbered with the fall-out. 

Sorry for the rant. 

 

Chris Nolan  

 

 


